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The Honors College at FGCU is the only honors college where students have the
opportunity to earn honors-specific digital badges.
Let’s start with the basics: what is a digital badge?
It is a powerful, new micro-credential in higher education. Digital badges are visual
emblems with metadata that verify someone’s skills, abilities, and competencies
achieved in a focused area through a variety of experiences. Badges contain
information about these experiences, including the criteria for earning the badge,
and allow you to efficiently demonstrate specific competencies you’ve earned to an
external audience, such as an employer or graduate school.

The Honors College offers four digital badges, each aligned with an Element of
Honors: Scholarly Advancement, Community Engagement, Cultural Enrichment,
and Leadership Development
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The Elements of Honors are the values and practices that guide our community of
learners. The Honors College's curricula, experiences, individual courses and events
are designed to introduce students to each of the Elements and provide the
guidance and resources for students to develop within the Elements that match their
academic, personal and career interests.
Earning a digital badge allows you to efficiently demonstrate to an external
audience how you have significantly developed within one or more Elements of
Honors over the course of your career at FGCU. That is the Honors Evolution.
Pathways and Milestones
You earn a digital badge by completing required milestones on a pathway. Each
completed milestone demonstrates how you are growing in your focus, knowledge
and abilities related to the digital badge. Once you have completed the
requirements of the final milestone, you are awarded a digital badge.

Milestone #1: Liftoff
Identify values and goals related to the
Elements of Honors. Consider resources at FGCU that
can help you develop in the Elements of Honors.
Develop short and long-term strategies to earn two
digital badges.
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Milestone #2: Midpoint
Check progress with Exploratory Advisor. Assess
original goals and strategies. Reflect on progress and
make necessary revisions to goals and strategies.
Document select artifacts related to your development in
this Element of Honors

Milestone #3: Completion
Complete reflection essay on full development within
Element. Provide artifacts related to development and
provide evidence of dissemination for Element. Earn
digital badge and share accomplishment with others.

Looking more closely at a milestone: Liftoff
Enroll in Elements of Honors course
Learn about each Element of Honors and meet students, faculty, and staff
connected to specific Elements.

Learn about setting goals, making short and long-term plans, assessing
success, and documenting your progress with artifacts

Begin exploring opportunities in and outside of the classroom related to
your interests and goals.
Write short “Flight Plan” assignments that help you consider how each
Element can connect to your short and long-term academic, personal, and
professional goals.

Based on your anticipated date of graduation, designate when your
Midpoint semester will be.
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Learn to use Canvas Student ePorfolios. Select two digital badges to
focus on.
Submit two Liftoff Essays (one per Element) that connects your personal,
academic, and/or professional goals to developing within a specific
Element. Liftoff Project is a specific plan for developing with an Element
while at FGCU.

Looking more closely at a milestone: Midpoint
Your Midpoint semester is based on how many credit hours you have
earned toward your anticipated graduation semester from FGCU and is
set during the Elements of Honors course.
During your Midpoint semester, meet with an Exploratory Advisor to
discuss your progress toward completing your Honors College curriculum.
Upload evidence of this meeting to Canvas Student ePorfolios.

Continue developing within two Elements of Honors, becoming more
deeply involved and gaining more refined skills and experiences related
to these Elements.
Consider where you hope to be in terms of your two chosen Elements at
the point of graduation from FGCU.

Thoughtfully select significant artifacts that demonstrate your
development within your two Elements and upload them to Portfolium.
Artifacts should demonstrate accomplishments rather than simple
attendance.
Write a Midpoint Reflection Essay for both Elements that assess your
development thus far, affirms or revises your goals and strategies, and
looks toward your continued development. Submit Midpoint materials
on Portfolium.
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Complete Midpoint milestone and move toward Completion

Looking more closely at a milestone: Completion
At least one semester before graduation, confirm with an Honors College
representative which steps you have left to complete to earn a digital
badge in your chosen Elements

Complete dissemination activities related to your chosen Elements. These
can be completed at any time, not just during your final semester.

Carefully choose artifacts that demonstrate your complete development
with your chosen Elements and upload them to Canvas Student ePorfolios.

Write Completion Essay for your chosen Elements, putting your artifacts
in context and thoughtfully describing your journey from Liftoff, to
Midpoint, and now Completion.
Thoughtfully select significant artifacts that demonstrate your
development within your two Elements and upload them to Portfolium.

Your pathways are reviewed by the Honors College.
Earn Digital Badge in chosen Elements. Receive a digital badge from
Portfolium. Share digital badges on LinkedIn, social media, and other
platforms.
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You will use Canvas Student ePorfolios to submit all of your material related to
earning a digital badge, and Canvas Student ePorfolios allows the Honors College
to efficiently track your progress in a pathway and review your submitted material.
Getting Started
Near the end of your Elements of Honors course, you will choose two Elements to
focus on. The Honors College will enroll you in the two corresponding digital badge
pathways. You will receive an email from Canvas Student ePorfolios inviting you to
enroll in those pathways. You must click on this invitation and enroll in each
pathway.
Once you log into Canvas Student ePorfolios using your Eagle email address and
password of your choosing, the top of the home screen will look like this:

To review a pathway and submit materials, click on the “Tasks” icon on the top of
the screen, which is highlighted in green in the screenshot above.

After clicking “Tasks,” you can see the two Pathways you are enrolled in.
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Click on the pathway you want to access, and you will see the digital badge
pathway and its requirements. Click “get started.”

You will then see the project’s instructions, and you can review the rubric by which
you will evaluated. Click on “Start Requirement” to upload material related to this
milestone.
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You then can upload your essay and/or artifacts in different formats. The Honors
College can then evaluate your submissions.
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FAQs
Frequently Asked Questions

What do digital badges count for in the Honors College curriculum?
All Honors College students are required to earn Honors Experiences. Honors
Experiences are high-impact academic practices, such as studying abroad, doing
significant service-learning projects, presenting research at an academic
conference, completing an Honors Thesis, and the like. Please see the Honors
College website for more information about Honors Experiences.
https://www.fgcu.edu/honors/about/honorscollegecurricula
Earning a digital badge from the Honors College counts as one Honors Experience.
By the time you complete the Elements of Honors course, you will have started
on the pathway to earning two digital badges, meaning you are on your way to
earning two Honors Experiences.
Are Honors College students required to earn a digital badge?
No. Earning a digital badge is optional. By successfully completing your Elements
of Honors course you will have a great start toward earning two digital badges.
However, once you finish the Elements of Honors course, it is up to you to continue
your work toward earning the digital badges.
Why would I want to continue working on my digital badges?
Earning a digital badge not only counts as a required Honors Experience, but it is
the most powerful and beneficial Honors Experience you can earn. A digital badge
allows you to demonstrate to external audiences, such as employers or graduate
schools, that you have gained significant skills in focused areas that are in demand.
Rather than claiming on your resume that you have leadership skills or that you
have been engaged in the community, digital badges allow you to demonstrate
these skills. They are a new and very rigorous micro-credential in higher education,
and you will be on the cutting edge.
Is the Elements of Honors class a waste of time if I don’t earn a digital badge?
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No way! Your Elements of Honors class is designed to help you be successful in the
Honors College and at FGCU regardless of if you earn a digital badge or not later
on. The class introduces you to the Elements of Honors, which are the foundation for
all of our classes, curricula, events, and programming. It is the first step in being a
successful Honors College student.
Can I switch to a different pathway later?
Yes. It is understandable that your interests and goals may change after you finish
the Elements of Honors class. If you choose to move to a different pathway in order
to earn a different digital badge than you original intended, then please contact
the Honors College for further instructions. You cannot change pathways after your
Midpoint semester.
FGCU offers many digital badges in areas such as Medical Device Industry to
Emotional Intelligence. What if I choose to earn one of these badges?
Please consider earning other digital badges at FGCU (fgcu.edu/digitalbadges). If
you earn a non-Honors digital badge from FGCU, then you can use it as an artifact
to help you earn an Honors College digital badge. For example, earning a digital
badge in Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion from FGCU can count toward your Cultural
Enrichment digital badge from the Honors College. A non-Honors digital badge
doesn’t substitute for the Honors digital badge, but it can contribute towards
earning one.

Glossary
Digital Badge: A visual emblem with metadata that can be used to verify someone’s skills in
particular area. The image is the visual representation of the badge, and the metadata
provides description, documentation, criteria, award date, issuer information, and other details
that document and verify that the badge owner had achieved a specific level of competency.

Certification: A formal testament that an individual has the ability, knowledge, and skills to
perform a function according to established standards.
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Competence: The measured ability of an individual to perform a skill or action in a specific
context according to a required standard.
Issuer: The creator of digital academic micro-credentials that can contain a wide variety of
assertions about an individual’s skills, achievements, or characteristics
Pathway: A linear, contiguous series of competencies and achievement milestones connected
to make a learning pathway. It is a way of progressively tracking a person’s learning
according to established standards. A person earns a digital badge when a pathway is
completed.
Milestones: A sequence of required activities and documentation that are part of a pathway.
A milestone must be completed and approved before moving on to subsequent milestones.
Artifact: An example of student learning used to document progress in a pathway. Artifacts
can be essays, videos of performances, publications, data sets, poster presentations, and more.

Dissemination: Formally sharing your expertise with an audience.
Goals: Short and long-term measurable achievements related to developing within select
Elements of Honors. Short-term goals cumulatively lead toward achieving long-term goals.

Actions: Purposeful activities undertaken to reach short and long-term goals

Strategies: Planning a set of connected actions to achieve goals.
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Appendix: Sample Pathway Material

To help you envision all the requirements for a digital badge pathway, this
appendix contains all of the milestone assignments and rubrics for one digital
badge: Leadership Development. Although each pathway is different in content,
all have very similar structures and assignments. By reviewing this sample pathway
material, you will get a good sense of what is required of you for each of the four
pathways.
Remember, only the Liftoff Project is finished in the Elements of Honors class. All
other activities are during the remainder of your FGCU career.
__________________________________________________________________
Leadership Development Digital Badge
Leadership is the act of creating opportunities for others while moving strategically toward
common goals. Leadership requires vision, creativity, patience, and collaboration. To earn a
Leadership Development badge, you must demonstrate how you have purposefully and
thoughtfully developed into an effective leader during your FGCU career. Your Leadership
Development pathway will contain evidence of artifacts, dissemination, and reflection related to
your development into a leader.

Liftoff
This is the start of your journey toward earning a Leadership Development badge. Your
Elements of Honors course culminates in your Liftoff Project, where you identify at least two
Honors Experiences you will focus on as an Honors student. Why did you choose these
Elements? How do these specific experiences fit your academic, professional, and personal
goals? How will you get started this year working towards Honors Experiences related to these
Elements? What do you expect to be doing next year? What will you be doing at your
"midpoint"? Where do you see yourself at graduation in relation to these Elements? You can
always revise your plan--and even move to an entirely new pathway. However, early in your
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career as an Honors College student, this will be your blueprint for earning a Leadership
Development badge and proving that you are an effective leader.
One Requirement for this milestone: Liftoff Project

Liftoff Project
This is the opportunity to create a blueprint for your thoughtful, deliberate
development as an effective leader. Please submit a well-organized plan of at
least 1,000 words (typed, double-spaced) where you carefully address the
following questions. Remember, after your Elements of Honors class you can always
revise your plan, change your mind, react to unexpected opportunities, and even
select an entirely different Element of Honors. However, this Liftoff Project will help
you get started in the Leadership pathway.
How do you define "leadership"? Why is Leadership important to you? Why do
you want to focus on this Element while at FGCU?
How will you begin your development in this Element during this academic year?
How might you continue building on these experiences in the following academic
year?
What resources (courses, university offices, FGCU or community mentors, FGCU or
community organizations, special activities) could help you learn more about this
element and create opportunities for your growth as a leader?
What challenges or barriers might you face in accomplishing this goal? What
opportunities do you have in overcoming these obstacles?
Where do you envision yourself at the point of your graduation from FGCU in terms
of being a leader. In what ways will you be able to demonstrate to others that you
are a leader?
How does developing into an effective leader fit your long-term academic,
professional, and personal goals?
__________________________________________________________________
Midpoint
Liftoff Project. Perhaps your plan has gone as expected, or perhaps you have faced setbacks
or discovered new opportunities. This is a time to reflect on your progress since you started
your journey at FGCU and to plan what you will do next. You also are required to upload
artifacts related to Leadership.
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Three requirements for this milestone: 1) Midpoint Reflection Essay, Midpoint Artifacts, and
Midpoint Advisor Appointment

Midpoint Reflection Essay
In a thoughtful, well-organized essay of at least 750 words (typed, double-spaced), assess your
original goals and strategies for developing as a leader. Reflect on your progress thus far,
and don't be afraid to point out mistakes or false starts. The purpose is to honestly assess your
actions related to Leadership Development since writing your Liftoff Project. If your plan or
goals have changed significantly, discuss why. Reflect on which experiences related to
leadership have been most influential to you thus far and explain why. Revisit your goals and
strategies related to leadership for your remaining time at FGCU, updating and revising them if
needed. Be sure to specifically refer to and contextualize the artifacts you upload. Connect
your development as a leader to your post-graduation goals.

Midpoint Artifacts
Upload artifacts related to your progress toward your Honors Experience in Leadership. An
artifact is evidence of maturing growth within an Element of Honors. An artifact can be essays
or projects from a class, a video, photo collection, an article, and a certificate. Artifacts of
Leadership should demonstrate your activities and impact, not just your membership in an
organization. Artifacts should build on one another to demonstrate increasing experience with
this Element. In your reflection essay, be sure to specifically refer to and contextualize the
artifacts you upload.
Examples of artifacts related to Leadership Develop are, but not limited to:
* Essays or projects from one or more classes that pertain to leadership
* Journals and logs from peer mentoring or tutoring positions
*Videos of photos of you working with an organization in a leadership capacity
*Evidence of positive contribution in Honors College leadership opportunities, such as the Honors
Senate, Honors Mentors, Honors Ambassadors, etc.
*Evidence of pertinent work with the Office of Competitive Fellowships (an in-progress or
completed application).
* Evidence of positive contribution and activity in organizations (campus or community)
* Multicultural Leadership Development Certificate or certificates earned from completing other
significant leadership programs (on campus or in the community)
*Documentation of fundraising efforts or other positive effects of your direct leadership

Midpoint Advisor Appointment
Please upload evidence that you have met with an Exploratory Advisor during your Midpoint
semester to discuss your progress toward completing one of the Honors College's curricula.
Evidence can be a .pdf or screenshot of your advisor's post-meeting email summarizing your
conversation. Feel free to ask your Exploratory Advisor to send you evidence of your meeting
that can be uploaded.

__________________________________________________________________
Completion
This is the completion of your pathway to earn a badge in Leadership Development. You will
reflect on your journey, upload artifacts related to your development as a leader, and provide
evidence of dissemination--sharing your expertise in this Element of Honors with others.
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Three requirements for this milestone: 1) Completion Reflection Essay, 2) Completion
Dissemination, and 3) Completion Artifacts

Completion Reflection Essay
In a well-developed essay of at least 1,000 words (typed, double spaced) reflect on your
complete journey in this pathway from “Liftoff” to “Midpoint” to now at the point of graduation
from FGCU. What kind of leader are you? What have you accomplished as a leader? What
people, activities, and opportunities were instrumental in your development as a leader?
Consider the process, the setbacks, and achievements. How have you grown as a leader during
this process, and how can you tell? Align your evolution in leadership with your future
academic, professional, and/or personal goals after you graduate from FGCU. Be sure to
specifically refer to and contextualize the artifacts you upload..

Completion Dissemination
Provide evidence of dissemination related to your Honors Experiences. Dissemination is formally
sharing your expertise in Leadership Development with an audience. The key is that the focus
must be on Leadership Development.
Examples of dissemination related to Leadership Develop are, but not limited to:
* Peer-reviewed publications
* Scholarly presentation at an academic conference (local, state, regional, or national)
* Presentation at an FGCU-hosted conference, such as Community Engagement Day, Honors
Research
Symposium, and the like
*Invited presentations at orientations, workshop classes, or other events.
*Honors Thesis defense
*Presentation at a juried creative work exhibition, competition or contest

Completion Artifacts
Upload artifacts from your journey toward your Honors Experience in Leadership. An artifact is
evidence of maturing growth within an Element of Honors. An artifact can be essays or projects
from a class, a video, photo collection, an article, and a certificate. Artifacts of Leadership
should demonstrate your activities and impact, not just your membership in an organization.
Artifacts should build on one another to demonstrate increasing experience with this Element. In
your Completion Reflection Essay, be sure to specifically refer to and contextualize the artifacts
you upload.
Examples of artifacts related to Leadership Develop are, but not limited to:
* Essays or projects from one or more classes that pertain to leadership
* Journals and logs from peer mentoring positions
*Evidence of pertinent work with the Office of Competitive Fellowships (an in-progress or
completed application).
*Evidence of positive contribution in Honors College leadership opportunities, such as the Honors
Senate, Honors Mentors, Honors Ambassadors, etc.
* Evidence of positive contribution and activity in organizations (campus or community)
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* Multicultural Leadership Development Certificate or certificates earned from completing other
significant leadership programs (on campus or in the community)
*Documentation of fundraising efforts or other positive effects of your direct leadership
Examples of artifacts related to Leadership Develop are, but not limited to:
* Essays and studies created in class that pertain to leadership
* Journals and logs from peer mentoring positions
* Meeting agendas and documents from Honors Senate or other organizations
* Evidence of positive contribution and activity in organizations (campus or community)
* Multicultural Leadership Development Certificate or certificates earned from completing other
significant leadership programs (on campus or in the community)
*Documentation of fundraising efforts or other positive effects of your direct leadership
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Liftoff Project Rubric
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Midpoint Reflection Essay Rubric
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Completion Reflection Essay Rubric
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